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One phone call could lead to 5% revenue uplift with the free Vindicia Trial 
You sell digital goods and services by subscription. How do you measure success? 
Recurring revenue, churn, customer acquisition costs, and customer lifetime value are 
among your key metrics. The way you handle payment transactions influences all of those 
numbers. Vindicia® offers a way to measurably improve performance—and we can prove it.

Increase Revenue Overnight 
The Vindicia Trial gives you an opportunity to see how Vindicia can help you build 
subscription revenue. Completely noninvasive and requiring little or no time from your IT staff, 
the Vindicia Trial makes it easy for you to experience the Vindicia advantage. You use a fully 
compliant process to transfer 3 to 5 days’ worth of specific transaction data to us. We show 
you exactly how much revenue uplift our patent-pending Advanced Retention Technology 
(ART™) would have delivered compared to your current processes. 

Participate in the Free Vindicia Trial 
Find out if Vindicia can deliver as much as 5% revenue uplift for your company. Email or call 
Vindicia today to see if you qualify for the free Vindicia Trial. 

Vindicia can deliver revenue uplift throughout the subscription lifecycle. The value starts with 
customer acquisition, and continues as you benefit from the compounding effect of ART on 
revenue. 

Learn How Vindicia 
Solutions: 
3 Drive recurring revenue 

3 Reduce customer churn

3 Increase returns on customer 
acquisition costs 

3 Enhance customer lifetime 
value
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